Dynamic Flows were introduced by Ford and Fulkerson in 1958 to model flows over time. They differ from standard network flows by defining edge capacities to be the total amount of flow that can enter an edge in one time unit. In addition, each edge has a length, representing the time needed to traverse it. Dynamic Flows have been used to model many problems including traffic congestion, hop-routing of packets and evacuation protocols in buildings. While the basic problem of moving the maximal amount of supplies from sources to sinks is polynomial time solvable, natural minor modifications can make it NP-hard. One such modification is that flows be confluent, i.e., all flows leaving a vertex must leave along the same edge. This corresponds to natural conditions in, e.g., evacuation planning and hop routing.
Introduction
Network Flow problems are very well known. Their input is a graph network with capacities c(e) on its edges. c(e) is the maximum flow that can be pushed through e. The problem is usually to maximize the amount of flow that can be pushed through the network. By contrast, Dynamic network flows, while introduced by Ford and Fulkerson [7] in 1958, around the same time as regular network flows, are not as well known. In Dynamic Flows, c(e) becomes the amount of flow that can enter e in one time unit while edge length (e) is the time that it takes for a unit of flow to traverse e. Dynamic Flow problems need to consider the additional problem of congestion, which may arise while flow waits to enter an edge. Dynamic flows have been used to model problems as diverse as traffic movement, evacuation protocols and hop-routing of packets. The (Dynamic) Maximum Flow Over Time problem is to find the maximum amount of flow that can be pushed from sources to sinks in a given amount of time. The (Dynamic) Quickest Flow problem is to find the minimum time in which a fixed amount of flow can be pushed from sources to sinks. In addition, there are multicommodity-flow versions which require specific amounts of flow between given source-sink pairs and transshipment problems versions which do not restrict which source's demands are pushed to which sinks. It is known that the Quickest Multicommodity Flow Over Time problem is NP-Hard [10] while the Quickest Transshipment problem can be solved in polynomial time [12, 13] . Good surveys on Dynamic Flow problems and an introduction to its basic literature can be found in [16, 20, 24] .
In basic (static) network flow problems, splittable flow is permitted, i.e., flow between a source and sink can be divided into multiple parts with each being routed over a different path. Unsplittable flows require that all flow between a particular source and sink be routed over only one path. Confluent flows require that all flow passing through a vertex must leave that vertex on the same edge 1 [3, 23] . Very recent work [22] has shown that, for the static single-sink case, unless P = N P , optimal unsplittable flows and optimal confluent flows do not have polynomial time constant-factor approximation 2 algorithms and, in fact, confluent flows can not be approximated to within a factor of O(m 1/2− ).
Confluent flows were introduced by [4] , with applications including Internet routing [1] , evacuation problems [18] , and traffic coordination [16] . Several works have studied confluent flows that minimize the maximum congestion in routing networks e.g., [4, 3, 23] . However, these works usually do not take into consideration the transit time (or edge length) required for a packet to traverse a single link, though this parameter is usually considered in general network analyses (see, e.g., [11] ). This immediately raises the Confluent Quickest Flow problem: Does there exists any routing scheme that minimizes the total time for sending all packets via a feasible (congestion bounded) confluent flow?
Another scenario in which confluent dynamic flows arise naturally is in modelling evacuation protocols. Let vertices represent locations to be evacuated and edges represent paths between vertices. A vertex's original supply is the number of people to be evacuated from it and a sink corresponds to an emergency exit. (e) is the time required to traverse path e; c(e) is the number of people that can enter e in parallel, i.e., its width. The Confluent Flow restriction states that all people passing through a vertex must leave by the same edge, i.e., following a sign pointing "This way out". The Quickest Flow problem corresponds to placing the exit signs so as to minimize the time required to evacuate all people. The Maximum Flow Over Time problem corresponds to placing the signs so as to maximize the number of people that can be evacuated in a given amount of time.
The single-source single-sink version of the Confluent Quickest Flow problem is known as the Quickest-Path Problem and has long been known to be polynomial-time solvable [20] . The Confluent Flow version of the multiple-source multiple-sink Quickest Transshipment problem was known to be polynomial-time solvable when G is a tree [18] . It was also known that, for general graphs, the single-sink Confluent Quickest Transshipment problem is NP-Hard [14] . But no other hardness complexity results, and in particular, non-approximability results, were known for general G.
Our first results are that Confluent Dynamic Flow problems on directed graphs, both the Quickest Flow and Max Flow Over Time versions, cannot be approximated to within O(log n) (n being the number of vertices in G) unless P = N P . Our results hold even when † These results hold with high probability, or more precisely, with probability 1 − n −c , where c is a constant.
Table 2
Upper bounds on approximation ratio for variations of the Fixed-Sink Confluent Flow problem. The first three items are for uncapacitated problems but are included here because they serve as the internal building blocks for the approximation algorithms for the capacitated problems.
the graph has a single sink. Since, Multicommodity Flow and Transshipment are equivalent in the single-sink case we write "Quickest Flow" instead of "Quickest Multicommodity Flow" or "Quickest Transshipment".
In the other direction, we present polylogarithmic bicriteria approximation algorithms for both the single-sink Confluent Quickest Flow and Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problems, in both directed and undirected networks. Note that known approximation algorithms for confluent flows are restricted to static networks in [4, 3, 23] , and known optimal algorithms for dynamic confluent flows are restricted to special graphs, e.g., trees [18] . To the best of our knowledge, our algorithm is the first polylogarithmic approximation for these problems in general networks. These results are presented in Tables 1-2.
Single-Sink Dynamic Unsplittable/Confluent Flow Problems
The input to the problems is a dynamic flow network, i.e., a graph G = (V, E) with n nodes and m edges, where edge e has capacity c(e) and length (e). Also specified are a collection of sources {s 1 , ..., s k } ⊂ V and a sink t ∈ V . The problems studied are:
• Quickest Flow Problem: Provides additional inputs {d 1 , ..., d κ }. d i is the supply at source s i . The problem is to find a flow minimizing the time it takes to send all of the d i units of supply to sink t.
• Maximum Flow Over Time Problem: Provides additional input of time horizon T.
The problem is to find a flow maximizing the amount of supply sent to the sink t within time horizon T . Supply at the s i is unlimited. We treat two different types of flow restrictions: • Unsplittable Flow: All flow from s i to t must pass along the same path P i from s i to t.
• Confluent Flow: Any two supplies that meet at a node must traverse an identical path to the sink t. In particular, at most one edge out of each node v is allowed to carry flow. Consequently, the support of the flow is a tree with all paths in the tree terminating at t.
Our Results
Section 3.1 presents a simple proof that, unless P = N P , ∀ > 0, it is impossible to construct a polynomial-time 3/2 − approximation algorithm for the single-sink Quickest Flow problem I S A A C 2 0 1 7 when flows are restricted to be either unsplittable or confluent. This result holds for both directed and undirected graphs and even when the graph is restricted to have only one sink Section 3.2 proves, for the confluent directed graph case, the much stronger result that unless P = N P , it is impossible to construct a polynomial-time O(log n) approximation algorithm for the single-sink Quickest Flow problem. The major tool used is a modification of a grid graph construction from [22] which was an extension of one pioneered by [9] . We note that our reduction is not the same as that in [22] . There, the objective function was the maximum amount of static flow that could be pushed. Here, the objective function is the minimum amount of time required to push the supplies. Our proof works by deriving new properties of the grid-graph. Section 3.3 extends the analysis to the Maximum Flow Over Time problem with our lower bounds on the approximation ratio being summarized in Table 1 .
We also note that it might seem intuitive that, because confluent flows are "harder" than static flows, the non-approximability of confluent static flows, e.g., the result from [22] , should immediately imply the non-approximability of confluent dynamic flows. This is not true, though. The two problems are trying to optimize very different things, making them incomparable. More specifically, in the static case, the goal is Demand Maximization, i.e., to find a subset of the demands of maximum total value that can be confluently routed. In the dynamic case, the goal is to find a confluent routing of ALL demands in minimal time. To appreciate the distinction it is instructive to examine confluent routing on trees where the static problem is NP-Hard [6] but the dynamic case is polynomial-time solvable [18] .
Despite the non-approximability shown above for confluent dynamic flows, one might hope to create bicriteria (α, β) approximations 3 . However, in Section 4, we demonstrate that, for both directed and undirected graphs, there exists a constant α > 0 such that, for any > 0, there is no polynomial-time ( In contrast to the above we show, in Section 5, how to construct a (O(log 8 n), O(log 2 κ))-approximation for the Confluent Quickest Flow problem, where κ is now the number of sources, in polynomial time. To this end, we use the idea of routing a confluent flow in a static monotonic network, i.e., one in which each vertex is given an additional vertex capacity that satisfies that all edges go from a low-capacity node to a high-capacity one, which was introduced in [23] . Recall that in our original confluent flow problem the support of the flow is a tree. In that tree, a parent node never supports less flow than its child. So, intuitively, a feasible confluent flow requires its tree support to be monotonic. We develop new techniques (Theorem 16) that permit constructing, in polynomial time, a confluent flow that routes all supplies in a given monotonic network, while bounding both node congestion and flow length. Via this monotonic technique, we build a novel multi-layer monotonic network and construct a confluent static flow on it which is finally re-routed to produce a confluent dynamic flow for our original graph problem. Our method guarantees that a dynamic flow can be found such that the total transit time is at most polylogarithmic factor times the optimal. Similarly, this also lets us develop a polynomial-time (O(log 2 κ), O(log 8 n))-approximation of the Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problem. Our technique mainly differs from that in [23] in constructing length-bounded confluent flows in static networks (which might be of independent interest). It also permits us to
In undirected graphs the Two-Disjoint Paths (Uncapacitated) problem, for both edge-disjoint and node-disjoint paths, is polynomial-time solvable [21] . However, in directed graphs, the problem is NP-hard for both edge-disjoint and node-disjoint paths [8] .
Definition 4. The Two-Disjoint Paths (Capacitated) Problem: Let G be a (static) graph whose edges are labelled either α or β with β ≥ α. These labels are the capacities of the edges. Given node pairs {x 1 , y 1 } and {x 2 , y 2 }, decide whether G contains paths P 1 from x 1 to y 1 and P 2 from x 2 to y 2 such that: i. P 1 and P 2 are disjoint (node-disjoint or edge-disjoint); ii. P 2 may only use edges of capacity β (P 1 may use both capacity α and capacity β edges). The version of node-disjoint paths was proven to be NP-hard for undirected graphs by [9] . The version of edge-disjoint paths was proven to be NP-hard by [19] .
Definition 5 (The Bounded Occurrence 3-Dimensional Matching Problem (BO3DM)). Suppose there are three disjoint sets A = {a 1 , ..., a n }, B = {b 1 , ..., b n } and C = {c 1 , .., c n }, and a set T = {T µ ∈ A × B × C : µ ∈ [m]} such that each element of A, B, C occurs in the same constant number M of triples in T . The goal is to find the largest subset T ⊂ T such that all triples in T are disjoint, i.e., no two elements of T contain the same element of A, B, C. [15] shows that there exists an 0 > 0 such that it is NP-hard to decide whether there exist n disjoint triples in T (satisfiable instance) or there exist at most (1 − 0 )n disjoint triples in
Dynamic Flows. We first describe the mechanics of flow over one edge e = (u, v) with capacity c and length . Suppose there are d units of supply on node u. Assume the discrete case in which d, c, are all integral and all d need to be moved from u to v. Items move in groups of size at most c, with one group entering e each time unit. Thus, the items are transported in d/c groups. It takes time units for the first group to arrive at v. Since the groups left u at consecutive time units they arrive at v in consecutive time units. Thus, it requires d/c − 1 + time to move all items from u to v over e. Also, in both cases, if other items arrived at u wanting to enter e they would have to wait until all items already at u had departed before entering e. To provide intuition, we give examples of quickest flows in the unsplittable/confluent cases in Figure 1 .
Finally, we introduce some notations. A flow f is feasible if ∀e ∈ E, f (e) ≤ c(e). For any e ∈ E, we define its edge congestion as EC(e) := f (e)/c(e). Under certain circumstance, we may introduce the node capacity c(v) of v ∈ V , and define its node congestion N C(v) := f out (v)/c(v), where f out (v) is the total flow out of v. For a flow f , we let its edge congestion EC(f ) := max e∈E EC(e) and node congestion N C(f ) := max v∈V \{t1,...,t k } N C(v), where t 1 , ..., t k are sinks.
A static flow f can be specified by a collection of source-sink paths P = (P 1 , ..., P K ) and
e., no path in P has path length longer than L. Also, if all f i 's are identical, we call f as uniform.
3
Approximation Hardness for Unsplittable/Confluent Dynamic Flows
Constant Approximation Hardness of the Quickest Flows Problem
This section gives a simple proof that a polynomial-time constant approximation algorithm for the single-sink Unsplittable/Confluent Quickest Flow problem would imply P = N P (proof in Appendix B). 
Logarithmic Approximation Hardness of Confluent Quickest Flows
For the single-sink directed Confluent Quickest Flow problem we now derive a much stronger result than in the previous section. That is, it is NP-hard to even get a O(log n) approximation to the optimal solution.
To prove the logarithmic approximation hardness, we construct the following instance. Hard instance. Before building the desired hard instance, we describe the dynamic half-grid network G N . It can be viewed as an extension of the static half-grid graph in [22] . There are N rows (numbered from bottom to top) and N columns (numbered from right to left). All the edges in the i-th row and all the edges in the i-th column have capacity 1/i. The i-th row extends as far as the i-th column and vice versa. The sink t, located at the bottom of the half-grid, is connected with the bottom node t i of the i-th column by an edge of capacity 1/i. Also, at the leftmost node of the i-th row, there is a source s i with supply M 2 /i, where M is a sufficiently large constant. We set all edge lengths as 1, and always enforce edge directions to be downwards and to the right. The half-grid is given in Figure 3 .
Suppose we are now given an instance I of the directed node-disjoint version of the Two-Disjoint Paths (Uncapacitated) problem. We replace each 4-degree node in the half-grid by a copy of I. Inside the copy, all edges have length 1. Consider the copy of I at the intersection of the i-th column and j-th row (with j > i) in G N . That instance is incident to two edges of capacity 1/i and two edges of capacity 1/j. Inside that I, we let the edges of capacity 1/j be incident to x 1 and y 1 , and the edges of capacity 1/i be incident to x 2 and y 2 ; we set all edge capacities to 1/i. This completes the hard instance of directed confluent dynamic flows. Denote the constructed network as G.
Utilizing G, we obtain the logarithmic approximation hardness for the Confluent Quickest Flow problem. The proof (Appendix C) works by showing that if we could get a logarithmic approximation, we could solve I.
Theorem 7.
The single-sink Confluent Quickest Flow problem in directed graphs cannot be approximated to a factor within O(log n), unless P = N P .
Approximation Hardness of the Max Flow Over Time Problem
This section discusses the approximation hardness of the single-sink Unsplittable and Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problem.
To derive the approximation hardness of the Unsplittable Maximum Flow Over Time problem, we will again reduce from the directed/undirected edge-disjoint version of TwoDisjoint Paths (Capacitated) problem. We construct the same network as in Section 3.1 and utilizing this constructed network, we show (see also proofs in Appendix D) Theorem 8. The single-sink Unsplittable Maximum Flow Over Time problem in both directed and undirected graphs cannot be approximated to a factor within 3/2 − , for any > 0, unless P = N P .
Although the above hard instance applies to the confluent flow, we present a stronger lower bound for the Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time in directed graphs. 
Constant Bicriteria Approximation Hardness of Dynamic Flows
This section first proves the NP-hardness of constant bicriteria approximations for the Unsplittable and Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problems. Our proof uses reductions from the BO3DM problem. Inspired by the reduction 5 presented in [9, 17] , given an instance of BO3DM, we construct the following corresponding hard instance for the Unsplittable/Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problem in undirected graphs. Note that the directed case is similar, except that we enforce all edge directions to point right. Suppose we are given an instance I of Bounded Occurrence 3-Dimensional Matching problem. Denote the µ-th triple T µ as (a pµ , b qµ , c rµ ), where p µ , q µ , r µ ∈ [n]. We build an undirected graph G = (V, E) (shown in Figure 5 ), where
Hereby, G contains a vertex representing each element in the sets B and C, and (M − 1) copies of each element in A. Also, G contains a sink t, and sources 
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Polylogarithmic Approximation for Confluent Dynamic Flows
Static Confluent Flows in Uncapacitated Networks with κ Sources
We now develop techniques for routing confluent flows in uncapacitated networks with κ ≤ n sources. Through Section 5.3, unless otherwise specified, the flow discussed is static. 
Note that if κ is bounded and f is feasible, Theorem 13 can provide confluent flows with constant congestion. Also, the support of the resulting flow is a collection of trees rooting at those sinks t 1 , ..., t k . We guarantee that the height of those trees can be bounded as below.
Lemma 14. Whp, the height of any tree constructed in the randomized algorithm is at most O(N C(f ) log n).

Static Length-Bounded Confluent Flows in Monotonic Networks
This section gives an algorithm for constructing a length-bounded confluent flow in monotonic networks, utilizing techniques developed in Section 5.1. A monotonic network is a special (static) directed graph with vertex capacities and no edges pointing in the direction of decreasing capacity. Formally,
Definition 15 (Monotonic Network). A directed graph G = (V, A) with node capacity c(v) for each v ∈ V is a monotonic network iff c(u) ≤ c(v) for every arc (u, v).
The network G = (V, A) is the same as Section 5.1 except that here each node has capacity c(v) and each edge has capacity 1. Our first step is to prove (Appendix F. The idea is to first decompose the monotonic network into several sub-networks, and in each, construct length-bounded confluent flows with small node congestion. Connecting all confluent flows in those sub-networks, we can construct a confluent flow in the original network as desired. Our monotonic network technique incorporates a new parameter, namely the edge length, and, more importantly, our objective is to construct a bicriteria confluent flow, namely bounding both node congestion and length (note that in [23] , only node congestion can be bounded). The main difference from [23] lies in that we embed our new algorithms for uncapacitated networks into the monotonic network routing. Our technique can be further improved if we remove the length-bounded constraint. The key observation is that the sources in each sub-network are only induced by the given (splittable) flow that we would like to re-route into a confluent one. We can guarantee that, if the given flow is unsplittable, at most κ flow paths pass between two sequential sub-networks, inducing at most O(κ) sources. This, combined with our new technique for uncapacitated networks, gives the improvement of the congestion from poly(log n) to poly(log κ). 
Theorem 17. Let G = (V,
A
Static Length-Bounded Confluent Flows in General Networks
Via the techniques developed above for monotonic networks, this section develops a polynomialtime algorithm for determining a length-bounded confluent static flow in general networks. Suppose we are given a directed/undirected edge-capacitated network G(V, E) (Section 5.2 dealt with node capicitated networks). Each node v ∈ V has a supply d(v) to be sent to the unique sink t. Our goal is to find a subset of supplies of maximum total value that can be routed via a confluent flow, whose flow length and edge congestion are both bounded.
To this end, we need to pre-process the network as follows. First, we ignore those demands of size at most d max /2κ, as they contribute at most half of the value of the optimal flow. Meanwhile, we round each supply up to the nearest power of 2, and group those with the same value together, producing O(log κ) groups of distinct supply sizes. To compute an approximation, we will separately route each supply group in G, and output the flow of the maximum value among all groups. Note that, this will lose a O(log κ) factor in the approximation ratio. Hence, we reduce the original problem to the uniform-supply case. Without loss of generality, by scaling, we can assume every supply is 1.
Second, we round each capacity up to the nearest power of 2, and assume all edges have capacity at most κd max , i.e., c max ≤ κd max as the extra capacity above this value is superfluous. Furthermore, when considering the uniform-supply case, those edges with capacity less than the supply size would never be used, as the supply should be routed confluently. Accordingly, we can assume each edge capacity is in [1, κ] as d max = 1 in unit-supply case, and then there exist O(log κ) distinct capacity sizes.
Given a directed/undirected edge-capacitated network G(V, A) with a single sink t, letting k := log c max + 1, we construct the directed k-layer (monotonic) network H (see Figure 7 ): • Vertical arcs.
• Arc lengths. Let vertical arcs have the same length as arcs in G, and horizontal arcs have length 0.
, {t} plus those dummy sinks, and set A(H) as the collection of those vertical and horizontal arcs.
• Supplies. Place the supply of v at its copy v 0 in Layer 0.
• Dummy sinks. If there exists an edge (u, t) with capacity of 2 i , then create a copy t O L log 2 n/ log log n whp.
Thus, via Theorem 18, we can obtain a confluent flow h in the k-layer network H with both node congestion and length being bounded. Nevertheless, since H is constructed from logarithmic copies of nodes in G, the constructed confluent flow h in H may induce a nonconfluent flow in G, because some vertices v might contain logarithmic out-flow edges. We show by Lemma 38 that there is a polynomial-time scheme for re-routing h into a confluent flow in the original network G. Also, although we bound node congestion in H, the original network G is in fact edge-capacitated and we are actually interested in the edge congestion. Fortunately, our construction of multi-layer networks can be patched. With the help of the monotonic structure and dummy sinks, we can bound the edge congestion by Lemma 40.
Combining everything, we conclude that (see also Appendix F. 
Polylogarithmic Approximation for the Confluent Dynamic Flows
With the techniques developed and transformations (Lemmas 42 and 43), the polylogarithmic approximation for the confluent dynamic problem immediately follows. Note that our algorithms do not use any storage at intermediate nodes. ) is an optimal quickest for the unsplittable flow condition. It routes s1 → t, s2 → s3 → t and s3 → s1 → t. In this solution, the flow from s3 orignally needs to wait at s1 to get onto the edge (s1, t) but all flow from s3 finishes arriving at t at 4 time units, the same time as the flow from s2 fully arrives at t. Note that (b) is not a confluent flow since some flow at s3 (the original supplies there), leave via (s3, s1) while other flow from s3 (the flow starting at s2), leaves via (s3, t). (c) is an optimal quickest flow for the confluent flow condition. It routes s1 → t and s2 → s3 → t. Note that, because of confluence, s2 → s3 → t implies s3 → t, i.e., all of the flow starting at s3 must also leave through the edge (s3, t). All flow reaches t after 5 units of time.
A An Example of a Dynamic Flow Problem
Examples of quickest flows in both the unsplittable and confluent cases are given in Figure 1 so as to provide intuition.
B Proofs of Constant Approximation Hardness of Single-Sink Unsplittable and Confluent Quickest Flows
We start by constructing the reduction from Two-Disjoint Paths (Capacitated) to Quickest Flow. We consider both directed and undirected graphs but only show the details for undirected graphs (since directed graphs are similar). Let I be an instance of the undirected version of the Two-Disjoint Paths (Capacitated) problem. We construct a network based on I, by connecting the unique sink t with y 1 and y 2 , and connecting two sources s 1 and s 2 with x 1 and x 2 , respectively. Let all edge lengths be 1. Choose the parameter β = 2α in I, and set the capacities of (s 1 , x 1 ) and (y 1 , t) as α, and those of (s 2 , x 2 ) and (y 2 , t) as β (see Figure 2 ). Finally, place supplies M α and M β on the sources s 1 and s 2 , respectively, where M is a sufficiently large constant, p is the number of vertices in I and M p. Based on the instance constructed, we prove Theorem 6 as follows.
Proof of Theorem 6. We first consider the proof for unsplittable flows. In the undirected graphs, if I is a YES-instance (see Figure 2(a) ), then there exist two edge-disjoint paths connecting t with s 1 and s 2 , respectively such that the path connecting s 2 with t uses only edges with capacity β. Recall that by construction the first edge on the path from s 1 has capacity α. Thus, the optimal plan is to send α (and β) units of supplies along the edge-disjoint path from s 1 (and s 2 ) to t. The time for routing all supplies is then at most M + p + 2. Note that the flow constructed is unsplittable.
However, if I is a NO-instance, then either there don't exist two edge-disjoint paths connecting t with s 1 and s 2 (see Figure 2 path from s 2 to t must use at least one edge with capacity α (see Figure 2 (c)). In the first case at most β units of flow can reach t in any time unit and in the second case at most 2α units of flow can reach t in any time unit. Thus, since a total of M (α + β) units of flow need to be routed, the time for routing all supplies to t via an unsplittable flow is at least M (α + β)/(2α) = 3M/2 (this is a rough lower bound since it doesn't take into account the time that it takes for the first unit of flow to arrive at t).
2(M +p+2) > 0. It immediately follows that, if the single-sink Unsplittable Quickest Flow problem in undirected graphs can be approximated to within a factor 3/2 − , then one can determine whether the instance I is a YES-or NO-instance, which is NP-hard in undirected graphs. This immediately implies the 3/2-approximation hardness in the Fixed-Sink setting for unsplittable flow.
For the Confluent Quickest Flow in undirected graphs, the instance I to be used is the node-disjoint version of Two-Disjoint Paths (Capacitated) problem. The hardness result follows the same analysis.
The analysis of directed graphs is similar, except that we use the directed version of Two-Disjoint Paths (Capacitated) problem, and connect s i with x i by an arc (s i , x i ), and connect y i with t by an arc (y i , t) (i = 1, 2). This completes the proof.
C Proofs of Logarithmic Approximation Hardness of Single-Sink Confluent Quickest Flows
Based on the hard instance in Figure 3 , we have the following lemmas. Proof. If I is a YES-instance, there exist two node-disjoint paths inside I: One is from x 1 to y 1 , and the other is from x 2 to y 2 . Hence, the source s i can send 1/i supplies per unit time, without affecting others, along the i-th row and then down along the i-th column to t i (i.e., the i-th canonical path). It then takes at most M 2 + N p + N + 2 time to route all the supplies at s i to t, since the length of each canonical path inside G is at most N p + N + 2, where p is the number of vertices inside I. The proof is complete. Now we consider the case when I is a NO-instance. For a confluent dynamic flow f , its support in G N is a collection of trees rooting at certain t i 's. Denote the set of those trees as
Clearly, those trees in T are edge-confluent in G N . That is, when two flow paths share an edge, they must follow the same path to the same terminal t i . Indeed, if two flow paths share an edge in G N , they must, because the flow is a confluent flow in G, merge and go to the same terminal. However, because each degree-4 node in G N is not a usual node -it just signifies the embedding of an instance I there -two flow paths sharing a node in G N might go along two node-disjoint paths inside I and then continue on to different terminals. Recall that a degree-4 node in the i-th column and j-th row of G n has two incident vertical edges and two incident horizontal edges. If two flow paths go along two node-disjoint paths inside I and one of the flow paths both enters and leaves along the vertical edges and the other both enters and leaves along the horizontal edges we say that the two flows are "crossing" in G N . (If one enters via a horizontal and leaves via a vertical and the other enters via a vertical and leaves via a horizontal this is not considered "crossing".) Finally, we say that two trees in T are crossing in G N if there is a pair of flows, one from each tree, that are crossing in G N .
The crucial observation is that, because the instance I is a NO instance of the directed version of the Two-Disjoint Paths problem, the trees in T must be non-crossing in G N . That is, for any i, j ∈ [k] satisfying i = j, T i doesn't cross T j . This is because the fact that it is a NO instance means that there don't exist two node-disjoint paths inside I such that one is from to x 1 to y 1 and the other is from x 2 to y 2 . Under this circumstance, the crossing of T i and T j in G N must induce the merging of two flows in T i and T j inside I to use the same edge, resulting in those flows continuing on to the same terminal, contradicting the fact that t i = t j .
To bound the maximum flow that can be sent to t via f per unit time, we would like to find a cut in T with bounded (capacity) weight. Indeed, for those non-crossing, edge-confluent trees in T , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 24. For a set of non-crossing, edge-confluent trees in
there exists a cut separating all sources in T from t, whose weight is at most 2.
Proof. In the set of non-crossing, edge-confluent trees T = {T i1 , T i2 , ..., T i k * }, we will recursively construct a set of tree edges of T that form a cut of T , separating all sources in T from t, with the cut weight at most 2. Note that our technique here is an adaptation and generalization of a similar method in [19, 22] , which was used to prove the approximation hardness of the maximum throughput of the static confluent flow under the no-bottleneck assumption.
First, we give some notations. it is clear that all T ij 's are located inside the grid G (r 1 , l 1 ) = G(1, N ) . Consider all paths of T i1 from sources to t i1 . Let P i1 be the highest path in T i1 , and r 1 be the highest row number where the path P i1 intersects the n 1 -th column, where the bottom node t i1 is located. Then, we define r 2 = r 1 + 1 and l 2 = n 1 − 1 (recall that the row number increases from the bottom to the top, while the column number increases from the right to the left). Recursively, we can define r j , and then r j := r j + 1 and l j := n j−1 − 1 for j = 1, ..., k. Also, let T nj (the tree rooted at the bottom node t nj ) be the leftmost tree passing through the subgrid G(r j , l j ) .
Let the edge set C := ∅ initially. For the paths of T i1 in G(r 1 , l 1 ), since those paths finally goes to the bottom node t i1 , we choose into C the edge e i1 connecting t i1 with the bottom row. Note that e i1 separate the source nodes in T i1 from the bottom node t i1 , and its capacity is 1 n1 . Now consider the paths of T i2 in G(r 1 , l 1 ). There exists three cases: i. All paths completely avoid routing through the subgrid G(r 2 , l 2 ) (see Figure 4(a) ); ii. Some paths go through G(r 2 , l 2 ), and some avoid G(r 2 , l 2 ) (see Figure 4(b) ); iii. All paths completely go through the subgrid G(r 2 , l 2 ) (see Figure 4(c) ).
In Case i, because P i1 is the highest path of T i1 and the paths of T i2 cannot cross the P i1 , those paths avoiding G(r 2 , l 2 ) must go through the i 1 -th column, and then there must be an edge in the i 1 -th column carrying all those paths avoiding G(r 2 , l 2 ). We denote such an edge as e i2 , and add it into C. In Case ii, by a similar observation, it can be seen that there must be an edge in the i 1 -th column carrying all those paths avoiding G(r 2 , l 2 ). Again, we denote such an edge as e i2 and add it into C. Note that e i2 separates the terminal t i2 from the sources that are connected with those paths in G(r 1 , l 1 ), and its capacity is at most 1 n1 . For those paths going through G(r 2 , l 2 ) in Case ii or Case iii, we would consider them in subgrid G(r 2 , l 2 ). Thus, it can be seen that, no matter which case happens, the cut edge we choose, i.e., e i1 , e i2 , have total capacity at most 2 n1 (here we denote n 1 = i 2 ). We repeat the above process to determine the cut edge in the subgrid G(r j , l j ) until j = k or r j > l j . Consider those paths of T nj passing through G(r j , l j ). They must go through the edge connecting t nj with the bottom row. We denote this edge as e nj , and add it into C. Note that this edge separates the sources from t nj , and its capacity is at most 1 nj . Let n j be the index after n j in the set {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i k }. Then, similar to the analysis above, we know those paths of T n j can completely or partly avoid routing through the subgrid G(r j+1 , l j+1 ). No matter which case happens, we choose the edge e n j such that e n j separates the bottom node t n j from the sources that are connected with the paths of T n j in G(r j , l j ), and its capacity is at most 1 nj . When the algorithm terminates, we have a set of cut edges C. Since each subgrid contains at least one less tree in T than the subgrid before it, the number of iterations k * is less than k. Note that, for j < k * ,
we have
.. > r 1 , and r j ≥ j for all j. This means that r k * > k * and l j ≥ k * for all j. Now, we can bound the weight w(C) of the induced cut as follows:
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 25. If I is a NO-instance, then it takes at least
cut edge e n 1 cut edge e n1 cut edge e n2
cut edge e n2 n 2 = i 2 (c) Case iii 
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Proof. Consider a confluent flow in G. Then, the support of the flows in G N is a set of non-crossing, edge-confluent trees as stated before. Following the notation used before, denote the set of trees as T = {T i1 , ..., T i k }, where each T ij is a tree rooted at the bottom node t ij . By Lemma 24, we know there exists a cut that separates all sources in T from t, whose cut weight is at most 2. Then, the amount of flow passing through this cut is at most 2 per unit time. Since the total weight of supplies is 1≤i≤N M Proof of Theorem 7. By Lemma 23, we know if I is a YES-instance, then the time for routing all supplies to t is at most M 2 + N p + N + 2. Here, we take a sufficiently large constant M , ensuring that the first term dominates the routing time. By Lemma 25, we know if I is a NO-instance, then the time for routing all supplies to t is at least M 2 H N /2. It follows that if we could approximate the the routing time of the Confluent Quickest Flow problem in G to a factor within H N /2, we could determine whether I is a YES-or NO-instance, which is NP-hard.
Note that G has n = Θ(pN 2 ) vertices, where p is the number of vertices in I. If we take N = Θ(p
Thus, it yields the bound as desired.
D Proofs of Approximation Hardness of Single-Sink Maximum Flow Over Time Problem
D.1 Maximum Unsplittable Flow Over Time
This section gives the proof of the hardness of Unsplittable Maximum Flow Over Time problem, i.e., Theorem 8.
Proof of Theorem 8.
We only need to consider the undirected case, since the directed case is similar except the embedded instance I is the directed version of Two-Disjoint Paths (Capacitated) problem, and edges are assigned with directions. Set T = M + p, where p is the number of vertices in I and M is a large constant such that M p. If I is a YES-instance (see Figure 2(a) ), then there exist two edge-disjoint paths connecting t with s 1 and s 2 , respectively, and hence the maximum value sent to t within the time horizon T is at least (α + β)(T − p) = 3αM . However, if I is a NO-instance, then either there don't exist two edge-disjoint paths connecting t with s 1 and s 2 (see Figure 2(b) ), or there exist two edge-disjoint paths but the paths from s 2 to t must use the edge with capacity α (see Figure 2(c) ). Then, in either case, the maximum value sent to t within the time horizon T is at most 2αT = 2α(M + p). Thus, letting := 3p 2(M +p) > 0, if one can approximate the single-sink Unsplittable Maximum Flow Over Time problem to a factor within 3/2 − , then one can distinguish whether I is YES-or NO-instance, which is NP-hard in the undirected graph. Thus, we complete the proof.
D.2 Maximum Confluent Flow Over Time
This section gives the proof of the hardness of Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problem, i.e., Theorem 9. Proof of Theorem 9. We construct a directed network the same as Figure 3(a) , and let T = M 2 +N P +N +2. If I embedded in the network G is a YES-instance, then the maximum value of supplies sent to t within time horizon T is at least H N (T − N P − N − 2) = H N M 2 . However, if I is a NO-instance, Lemma 24 shows there exists a cut whose weight is at most 2, and hence the maximum value of supplies sent to t within time horizon T is at most 2T ≈ 2M 2 . Thus, if the single-sink Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problem in the directed graphs can be approximated to a factor within H N /2, one can determine whether I is a YES-or NO-instance, which is NP-hard in directed graphs. By setting those parameters the same as Theorem 7, we obtain the lower bound as desired.
E Proofs of Constant Bicriteria Approximation Hardness of Dynamic Flows
First, we have the following lemma about the constructed instance.
Lemma 26. If the instance I is satisfiable, then G contains M n edge-disjoint paths from sources s i , s µ to t, whose length are at most 14; if I is 0 -unsatisfied, then there are at most (M − 0 /2)n such source-sink paths in G.
Proof. The proof is similar to that in [9] . The difference is that we add (n + m) sources and change all lengths. This does not change the existence or non-existence of edge-disjoint paths. Now, we prove Theorem 10.
Proof of Theorem 10. We first consider the Unsplittable Maximum Flow Over Time problem. Clearly, by Lemma 26, if the instance I is satisfiable, then G contains M n edge-disjoint paths from sources s i , s µ to t, whose lengths are at most 14. It implies that we can unsplittably send at least M n units of supplies to t within the time horizon T = 14.
However, if I is 0 -unsatisfied, then there are at most (M − 0 /2)n source-sink paths whose lengths are bounded by 14 in G. There are three kinds of paths with length at most 14: Suppose we are given the maximum set S of edge-disjoint paths such that |S| ≤ (M − 0 /2)n. Then, adding into S any path P with length at most 14 would make P share at least one edge with some paths in S. Note that P must be P 1 -path, P 2 -path or Q-path. Since the time horizon T = 14 and the minimum length of any edge is 2, if one want to send the supply to t along P within the time horizon T , then the supply in P must be sent at time 0 (or time 1, for P 2 -path), and cannot encounter other supplies in any edge at the same time (otherwise, the supply in P would be delayed by at least time 2). We show in the following that P must encounter other supplies carried by some paths in S. Suppose P shares some edges with a path J ∈ S. Let e = (u, v) be the first edge they share in G. Note that J is P 1 -path, P 2 -path or Q-path. There are several cases:
Case i: If both J and P are the same kind of path, since the supplies carried by them must be sent at time 0, the supplies must reach e at the same time. Hence, at least one unit of supply cannot be sent to t on time.
Case ii: If J is P 1 -path and P is P 2 -path (or, P is P 1 -path and J is P 2 -path), then e must be some edge no after (x µ , y µ ). Since P 1 -and P 2 -path have same sub-path pattern [z, s, b qµ , x µ , y µ ], the supplies on P and J must reach e at the same time, resulting in at least one unit of supply cannot be sent to t on time.
Case iii: If J is P i -path and P is Q-path (or, P is P i -path and J is Q-path), where i ∈ {1, 2}, then e must be some edge no before (x µ , y µ ). Suppose J is from source z 1 while P is from source z 2 , where
Note that the difference of length between the path from z 1 to u and the path from z 2 to u is 1. Also, the supply at Q-path must reach u no earlier than P i -path, and must wait for at least time 1 (since the edge (u, v) will be occupied for time 2). Hence, the supply at Q-path cannot arrive at t on time. Thus, one cannot send one more unit of supply to t along the path P within the given time horizon. This immediately implies that, if I is 0 -unsatisfied, then one cannot send more than (M − 0 /2)n units of supplies to t, within the time horizon ( Now consider the Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problem. To simplify the analysis, we remove all sources and s, t. We claim that after the node removal, those edge-disjoint paths with length at most 14 in G become node-disjoint. We now show this by contradiction. Suppose there are two edge-disjoint paths Q 1 and Q 2 with length at most 14 in G, and they share one node v. To show the lower bound of the confluent version, we need to slightly modify the graph G. We split the node s into m + n copies, and connect each copy to s i and b i (or, connect it to s µ and x µ ) with edges of capacity 1 and length 2. Then, similar to the edge-disjoint paths, we can bound the number of the node-disjoint paths in both 0 -unsatisfied and satisfiable instance. Thus, applying the similar analysis for the unsplittable flow, we finally gives the desired approximation hardness for the Confluent Maximum Flow Over Time problem.
The proof of Theorem 11 is similar, which we omit here.
F Proofs of Polylogarithmic Approximation for Single-Sink Confluent Dynamic Flows
F.1 Static Confluent Flows in Uncapacitated Networks with κ Sources
In this section, we present an algorithm for finding a confluent flow in the uncapacitated network with κ sources. In this problem, we are given a static directed G = (V, A), where there are κ sources {s 1 , ..., s κ } with the non-zero supply
Since the case of κ = 1 is trivial, we assume κ ≥ 2. Here we consider the case that all non-zero supplies are uniform. Without loss of generality, we assume all supplies are unit, i.e., d 1 = ... = d κ = 1. Also, there exists a collection of sinks {t 1 , ..., t k } ⊂ V . In addition, G is an uncapacitated network, i.e., all edge and node capacities are 1. Before stating our algorithm, we give certain definitions regarding our κ-source setting.
Definition 27 (Effective Length). Given a network G and a path P in G, we define the effective length of P , or simply l e (P ), to be the number of sources in the path P excluding the starting node.
Definition 28 (Effective Height). Given a network G and a subtree T inside G, we define the effective height of the tree, or simply h e (T ), to be the maximum effective length over all leaf-to-root paths P of T .
Given a splittable flow f that satisfies all supplies in G, we give a simple randomized rounding algorithm to get a confluent flow f from f :
For each node v ∈ V \ {t 1 , ..., t k }, select exactly one of its outgoing edges with probability of f (e)/f out (v), and let e carry all flows out of v.
Clearly, the resulting flow f is confluent. The selected edges together with the nodes in V form a forest, where each tree is an arborescence directed toward a distinct sink t i . Hence, the remaining work is to bound the node congestion of f . Suppose we denote by T i the tree rooted at t i . Then, the node congestion of f equals to the maximum number of sources in
To analyze the congestion, we define the following random process P.
Suppose there is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) D = (V, A) with a probability function p(u, v) for each edge (u, v) ∈ A, satisfying that, for each node u ∈ V , (u,v)∈A p(u, v) ≤ 1. Let P(D) be the random process that each node u selects at most one of its outgoing edges (u, v) with probability p (u, v) . Note that the edges selected by P(D) form a forest. We denote byN D (v) the number of sources in the subtree rooted at v in the forest, under the random process P(D).
v is not a source and has no incoming edge 1 v is a source and has no incoming edge
v is a source and has incoming edges
Now, let us induce the DAG from the given splittable flow f , as well as the probability function. Let D = (V, A) be the DAG with A as the set of edges carrying the flow of f , and let p (u, v 
It is easy to see that our randomized algorithm is equivalent to the random process P(D). 
F.1.1 Bounding Effective Height
We start from bounding the effective height of the tree formed by the resulting flow f .
Given a source node v, the effective distance from v to the root of the subtree containing v in P(D) is the effective length of the random walk starting from v on D, according to the probability function p. Suppose a random walk will reach a node u in its next step (or hop). If u is a source in D, we call the step (or hop) as effective. Clearly, in a path from a node v to another node u, the number of effective steps is equal to the effective length of the path.
For any source u, let P (u; i) be the probability that the random walk start from v and reaches the non-sink node u after i effective steps. Then, we have this recurrence relation: 
Proof. We prove by induction on i. For i = 0 the claim is trivially true. To prove the induction step, consider two cases:
• If u is a source, we have
Thus, we complete the proof. the edge (v, u i ) by the edge (v i , u i ), where v i is the i-th copy of v. Each new edge inherits the probability of the edge it replaces or copies. Now we introduce some notations. For a given node u and a nonnegative integer h e , let the random variableN Dj (u, h e ) denote the number of sources within h e effective hops of u, in the subtree rooted at u under the random process P(D j ). We note that
Lemma 30. The effective height of any tree in P(D) is at most O(C
. This implies the following equality C *
Contraction. Now, we introduce a new process-contraction:
It immediately means that
Lemma 32. For any
Thus, due to Corollary 4.5.1 in [4] , the lemma follows. Also note that the transformation inside Corollary 4.5.1 would introduce a O(log κ) factor in the tree height.
F.1.3 Proof of Theorem 13
This section completes the proof of Theorem 13. To bound the congestion of f , we only need to bound the number of sources in the subtree rooted at each sink t j under the random process P(D). Due to Lemma 30, the effective height of any tree in
. Now, by setting α = i = O(log κ), the probability above is at most κ −r for a large positive constant r. It immediately means that the congestion of f is at most
, with probability of at least 1 − κ −r . Since κ ≥ 2, we have 1 − κ −r ≥ 1/2. We repeat our randomized rounding algorithm for O(log n) iterations, which yields a confluent flow with desired congestion with high probability. Therefore, we complete the proof of Theorem 13.
F.2 Static Length-Bounded Confluent Flows in Monotonic Networks
This section presents the proof of Theorem 16 and 17.
Construction of sub-networks. Without loss of generality, we assume the minimum node capacity is 1. We first process the original network: (i) Round up each node capacity to the nearest power of log 4 n; (ii) Partition the nodes into groups according to their capacities, such that the nodes in the same group have the same capacity; (iii) For any edge (u, v) with c(u) = log 4i n and c(v) = log 4(i+r) n (r > 1), add dummy nodes u (j) of u with capacity of log 4(i+j) n where 1 ≤ j < r, and replace (u, v) with a path connecting u, u (1) , u (2) , ..., u (r−1) , v sequentially (all dummy nodes have zero supplies).
Given a 1-satisfiable flow f with node congestion at most 1, we now construct the i-th sub-network G i := (V i , A i ) as follows:
• Set V i as the set of nodes of capacity log 4i n and their incident nodes of capacity log 4(i+1) n;
• Let S i be the set of nodes of capacity log 4(i+1) n, signifying the sink set in G i ;
• Let A i consist of all arcs induced by V i in G, excluding all arcs between nodes in S i ;
Conceptually, we would partition nodes into r := log c max /(4 log log n) groups, where c max is the maximum node capacity, and then r sub-networks, the size of which might not be polynomial. However, because of the fact that the total number of nodes is at most n (excluding those dummy nodes whose total size will be reduced to polynomial later), there exist at most n sub-networks. Hence, the decomposition of network can be done in polynomial time.
Note that f induces a flow f i with node congestion at most 1 in G i . For each sub-network G i : as f i might not be confluent, we would like to round it to a confluent flow f i . Because all non-sink nodes have uniform capacity due to our construction, we then can view the sub-network as an uncapacitated network. On the other hand, since the node congestion of f i is at most 1 in G i , the supply d i (v) at each non-sink node v is at most the node capacity log 4i n, and now we can view all supplies as log 4i n (i.e., uniform-supply case). Thus, we can utilize Theorem 13 to compute a confluent flow f i from f i .
Remember that those rounding processes in each G i are independent from each other. In the following, we bound the node congestion of f i .
Lemma 33. Whp, the node congestion at v ∈ S i is at most 1 +
O (1) log n in the confluent flow f i .
Proof.
Consider the i-th sub-network, where all non-sink nodes have capacity log 4i n and sink nodes have capacity of log 4(i+1) n. Also, because the node congestion of f i is at most 1 in G i , according to our construction, the supply d i (v) at each non-sink node v is at most the node capacity log 4i n. Hence, we scale all node capacities and supplies down by a log 4i n factor. Note that the scaling does not affect the congestion. We can view the new network as an "uncapacitated" network with unit supplies (ignoring the capacity and supplies of sinks in S i at this stage). Now, we can utilize Theorem 13 to round the flow f i to a confluent flow f i in G i , which results in the node congestion O(N C(f i ) 2 log 3 n) = O(log 3 n) in the "uncapacitated" network G i whp. This implies the rounding process adds the flow of value at most O(log 3 n) at any sink v ∈ S i (this flow increment only results from the supplies of non-sink nodes, and we
have not yet taken into account those supplies at sinks in S i ).
On the other hand, note that after the scaling via Theorem 13, for each sink v ∈ S i , the initial node congestion induced by the original flow f i is at most 1, which means the supplies at v is at most equal to its capacity log 4 n. Together with the flow increased by rounding, the total flow located at v is at most log 4 n + O(log 3 n). Thus, it follows that, whp, the node −1) ). Thus, whp, the congestion of
Recall that the congestion of any sink in V 0 is at most (1
. Now there exists two cases: (a) 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 log n, and (b) 2 log n < i ≤ r. In Case (a), it is clear that the congestion N C(v (i) ) ≤ O (1) . In Case (b), observe that the capacity, and hence the supply, of nodes in groups {f 0 , f 1 , ..., f i−2 log n−1 } are at most a factor 1/n 2 of the capacity in S i . Since at most n nodes have non-zero supplies, these nodes' contribution to N C(v (i) ) is negligible. Thus, one can truncate those flows into {f i−2 log n , f i−2 log n+2 , ..., f i }, and thus the congestion brought by them is bounded by N C(v (i) ) ≤ O(1) as above. Hence, we bound the congestion of sinks in each V i .
On the other hand, we also need to bound the congestion of non-sink nodes in each V i . Since any non-sink node has capacity smaller than the sink in V i by a log 4 n factor, while its load is at most as large as the load of sink, where its load is sent, then its congestion is at most O(log 4 n) times larger than the sink. Thus, we complete the proof.
This immediately yields the following lemma:
Lemma 35. Whp, the node congestion of the confluent flow f is at most O(log 4 n).
Up to now, we have guaranteed the computed confluent flow f has small node congestion. More importantly, our method has one more advantage: The length of any path in the resulting confluent flow f is bounded.
Lemma 36. For any path in the confluent flow f, the length is at most O L(f ) log n log cmax log log n whp.
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Proof. First, note that we utilize Theorem 13 to round f i to the confluent flow f i , whose support is a tree. As f i is induced by f in G i , it is clear that the flow length of f i is at most that of f , i.e., L(f i ) ≤ L(f ). Also, noting that the randomized rounding process in Theorem 13 is based on the support of f i , we know the length of any edge in the resulting tree is not larger than L(f i ). Furthermore, by Lemma 14, the height of the tree support of f i is at most O(log n) whp. It immediately implies that any path length in f i is at most O(L(f ) log n) whp. On the other hand, to construct the final confluent flow f, we link the support of those confluent flows f 0 , ..., f r , where r = log c max /(4 log log n) . As there exists at most r layers, it means any path length in f would be bounded by O(rL(f ) log n) as desired.
The remaining thing needed to be dealt with is those introduced dummy nodes in (iii). When the maximum capacity c max is large, there would be O(log c max ) dummy nodes. However, one can just introduce a single dummy node u of capacity log 4(i+1) n, and, after Proof of Theorem 17. Again, we assume the minimum node capacity is 1. First, we modify the construction of sub-networks such that all capacities depend on κ: (i) Round up each node capacity to the nearest power of log 4 κ; (ii) Partition the nodes into groups according to their capacities, such that the nodes in the same group have the same capacity; (iii) For any edge (u, v) with c(u) = log 4i κ and c(v) = log 4(i+r) κ (r > 1), add dummy nodes u (j) of u with capacity of log 4(i+j) κ where 1 ≤ j < r, and replace (u, v) with a path connecting u, u (1) , u (2) , ..., u (r−1) , v sequentially (all dummy nodes have zero supplies).
Then, we would like to find an unsplittable flow in G. We will utilize the following theorem: In fact, Theorem 37 only works for edge-capacitated networks. However, we can use it to find an unsplittable flow in the node-capacitated network. Indeed, we can induce an edge-capacitated network G from the original node-capacitated network G in the following: Obviously, if there is a 1-satisfiable flow with node congestion at most 1 in G, there must be a 1-satisfiable flow with edge congestion at most 1 in G . If G satisfies the no-bottleneck assumption max i∈ [k] 
. Now, we can apply Theorem 37 to G for finding an unsplittable flow ζ with edge congestion at most 2 in G . Consider the arc e = (v in , v out ) for each v ∈ V . This arc has congestion at most 2, which means the node congestion of v is at most 2. Thus, we can use ζ to induce back an unsplittable flow f with node congestion at most 2 in G. Given a 1-satisfiable unsplittable flow f with node congestion at most 2, we now construct the i-th sub-network G i := (V i , A i ) as follows (similar to before):
• Set V i as the set of nodes of capacity log 4i κ and their incident nodes of capacity log 4(i+1) κ;
• Let S i be the set of nodes of capacity log 4(i+1) κ, signifying the sink set in G i ;
Note that the number of non-zero supplies is O(κ) in each G i . Because we utilize an unsplittable flow, and there are at most κ flow paths from 
F.3 Static Length-Bounded Confluent Flows in General Networks
We give the missing lemmas and proofs in Section 5.3. Note that our multi-layer network construction differs from [23] in three main places. (i) Our multi-layer network takes into account bounding the length of the resulting flow. (ii) Our technique works for the routing of confluent flow in edge-capacitated network. Moreover, because of (ii), our vertical arcs are contained in the i-th layers of H when their original edge capacities in G are at least 2 i , namely depending on their own capacities, rather than depending on the capacities of their incident nodes. (iii) Another big difference is that we introduce dummy sinks so as to bound the edge congestion of confluent flow. These facts allow us to have the following lemmas.
First, we show there is a polynomial-time scheme for re-routing h, which is a confluent flow h in the k-layer network H, into a confluent flow in the original network G. Proof. We will use the following standard conflict-free routing technique to produce a confluent flow in G. Note that our multi-layer network differs from that in [23] . However, the differences would not influence the re-routing of h. Indeed, when re-routing h, we can ignore the new introduced parameters in each arc, i.e., arc capacity and arc length. Meanwhile, the bi-directional vertical arcs (for undirected graphs) in each layer of H, as well as the fact that the appearance of vertical arcs depends on edge capacity rather than node capacity, would not bring in any difference. Because the re-routing of h is based on the support of h rather than the constructed network H. Finally, we view those dummy sinks as the normal nodes in H.
By the above analysis, we can find a confluent flow f in G from the given confluent flow h. Also, f has node congestion at most N C(h), and it can route a subset of supplies with value of at least a 1 2k−1 fraction of the total amount. The only remaining thing is to bound the length of the resulting flow. Recall that the re-routing of h is carried out on the support of h (a directed rooted tree) plus all horizonal arcs. Without those horizonal arcs, the remaining support of h are a collection of (directed) sub-trees in the k corresponding layers. Also, because the flow length of h is bounded by L(h), any path in those sub-trees has its length bounded by L(h) as well. Note that the conflict-free method finds the confluent flow f by re-routing h, and the support of any path in f in each layer is certain sub-path of h in that layer. Thus, any path in f has length at most k · L(h), since there are at most k layers.
On the other hand, note that Lemma 38 can only bound the node congestion. With the help of monotonic structure and dummy sinks, we bound the edge congestion as follow.
Lemma 40. The confluent flow f in G found in Lemma 38 has edge congestion at most N C(h).
Proof. In Lemma 38, we bound the node congestion of the resulting confluent flow f . We would like to bound the edge congestion of f by utilizing its node congestion.
Indeed, for a confluent flow, we have the following observations.
Observation 41. For a confluent flow in the uncapacitated network, the node congestion of any node v is no less than the maximum edge congestion over all edges incident to v.
In fact, the confluent flow f can induce a confluent flow h in H by mapping a flow on one edge e into its edge copy in H with capacity that is larger than and nearest to the value f (e). Note that the induced flow h does not use the identical vertical arc-copy in different layers. Clearly, the node and edge congestion of f are identical to the node and edge congestion of h . Thus, it suffices to consider the node and edge congestion of h in H. Now let us focus on only a fixed layer of H, and consider the nodes and vertical arcs that the flow h passes through inside that layer. Due to the construction of the multi-layer graph, all vertical arcs and nodes in the same layer possess the same capacity, which we can view as uncapacitated network. Thus, by Observation 41, we bound the edge congestion in each layer by the node congestion of h . Regarding those horizontal arcs, since they connect different copies of nodes, it would not induce any edge in the original network G and we don't need to consider its edge congestion.
Finally, we need to consider the congestion of the edge incident to the sink t in f , say (u, t). Suppose (u, t) has capacity of 2 i . Then, there are a copy t u , t, which is mapped to one arc (u, t) in f . Note that those dummy sinks are not connected with any other node in H except u i and t, and then there is no other in-flow to t along this path. Thus, this path contains flow of value the same as the arc (u i , t i u ). We only need to consider the edge congestion of (u i , t i u ), which is the same as the edge congestion of (u, t) in f . Clearly, the edge congestion of (u i , t i u ) is bounded by the node congestion of h . Since the node congestion of h remains the same as the node congestion of h due to the re-routing scheme. Thus, the edge congestion of f is also bounded by N C(h) .
Putting all together, we can prove Theorem 19.
Proof of Theorem 19. As described in the begin of Section 5.3, we pre-process the network and group together those supplies of the same size, and then consider routing each group separately via a confluent flow, outputting the best group as the solution. Note that this process will lose only an O(log κ) factor in the approximation guarantee. Also, note that the rounding up of capacities and supplies to the power of 2 would bring in a 2 factor to the edge congestion, because after rounding, certain supplies would be allowed to go through edges with smaller capacity.
Suppose there exists an L-length-bounded confluent flow f with edge congestion at most 1 for routing all supplies to the single sink in G. Observe that f induces an L-length-bounded confluent sub-flow f for routing all supplies in that group (uniform-supply case). Then, we construct the multi-layer network H for this supply group. Also, notice that the such a confluent sub-flow f induces a confluent L-length-bounded flow with edge congestion at most 1 in H. Due to the construction of H, in each layer, edge capacity is the same as node capacity, which can be viewed as uncapacitated network. Observe that a confluent flow in an uncapacitated network has node congestion the same as the edge congestion. Thus, the induced flow by f has node congestion at most 1.
Thus, there exists an L-length-bounded flow with node congestion at most 1 in H. To route each group separately, we first utilize standard techniques 7 to find out a feasible O(1)L-length-bounded (splittable) flowf for routing all supplies to the sink. Then, applying Theorem 18 immediately yields a confluent flow for routing all supplies in this group with node congestion at most O(log 8 n) and with length bounded by O L log 2 n/ log log n whp.
Finally, utilizing Lemmas 38 and 40, we can obtain a confluent flow for routing a subset of supplies, with value of at least a 1 2k − 1 = 1/O(log κ) faction of the total amount in this group. Furthermore, the found flow has edge congestion at most O(log 8 n) and length bounded by O L log 3 n/ log log n whp.
Note that, together with the lose of approximation factor in grouping and rounding, this indeed gives us a confluent flow f for routing a subset of supplies, with value of at least a 1/O(log 2 κ) faction of the total amount in G, with the same edge congestion and flow length mentioned above. Thus, we complete the proof.
F.4 Polylogarithmic Bicriteria Approximation for Confluent Dynamic Flows
This section proves the two main theorems for confluent dynamic flows. First, we give the following lemmas for the transformation between static and dynamic flows. We now restrict our technique to static networks, and prove Theorem 22.
Proof of Theorem 22. We start from the directed, edge-capacitated static network G (V, A) . Suppose G(V, A) has κ supplies {d i } κ i=1 . We pre-process the network into a multi-layer network, the same as Section 5.3 except that we ignore arc lengths. Also, we group together those supplies of the same size, and then consider routing each group separately via a confluent flow, outputting the best group as the solution. Note that this process will lose only a O(log κ) factor in the approximation guarantee.
Since each group has uniform supplies, we can view all supplies as unit supplies and all capacities are integral. Hence we can use the standard technique to find an integral maximum flow, which upper bounds the maximum flow for routing supplies in a group. Then, because the constructed multi-layer network is a (node-capacitated) monotonic network with a single sink, satisfying the no-bottleneck assumption, we utilize Theorem 17 to find out a confluent flow in the multi-layer network. Recall that Lemma 38 works for the routing of static flows without the length-bounded constraint. Then, by the analysis similar to Theorem 19, we show one can find a confluent flow f for routing a subset of supplies to the sink, with edge congestion at most O(log This give us a confluent flow that routes a subset of supplies whose total value is at least 1/O(log 10 κ) of OP T .
For directed, node-capacitated networks, we only need to induce edge capacities: For each edge e = (u, v), we let edge capacity c(e) = min(c(u), c(v)). Then, we utilize the method above for edge-capacitated network to compute a confluent flow with edge congestion bounded. Note that, in such a confluent flow, the node congestion of a node u is bounded by the congestion of edge that carried all flows out of u. This gives the desired approximation.
Undirected networks can be dealt with by replacing each edge by two opposite directional edges. Thus we complete the proof.
